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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS

• A professional practice

• A community, state, and national necessity

• A leadership responsibility to future generations

• A complex matrix of partnerships 

• A competitive process



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS

• Financing small business

• Minority business 
development

• Workforce development

• Main Street programs

• Attraction new businesses

• Venture Capital

• Infrastructure development 
/ finance

• Public policy

Leadership is having a compelling vision, a comprehensive plan, 
relentless implementation, and talented people working together. 
Alan Mulally



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS NOT

Someone else’s job



COMPETITIVENESS

• You can and should seek to impact the competitiveness of your 
state and communities – it does not “just happen”
• Your businesses (small and large)
• Your institutions (academic and community)
• Your political “competitiveness” 
• Do you have the best economic development system you can have? 

If you could get all the people in the organization rowing in the same direction, you 
could dominate any industry, in any market, against any competition, at any time. 
Patrick Lencioni



DIVERSITY

• You can and should seek to constantly diversify your; 
• Economic base (new businesses, new divisions of old businesses, and new firms) 
• Economic actors (new leaders, senior management, new civic partners)
• Workforce (constantly adding to the talent pool) 
• Your economic development organization (bring new perspectives, if only from the 

outside)

We believe our diversity makes us stronger, smarter, and more innovative, helping us better 
serve the needs of our clients, our people, and our communities. 
Julie Sweet, CEO Accenture



CATALYST

• You can and should seek to be a catalyst for future economic growth
• Funds (to start and scale business and to accelerate big businesses)
• Placemaking (bringing together economic actors to create markets)
• Overcoming minority wealth creation obstacles

I think of myself as a catalyst of action and a messenger of hope, turning people 
onto themselves and turning people onto their dreams. 
Les Brown



PREPARE

• Your actions directly impact how prepared your community/state is for 
the future
• Physical locations (sites, buildings, streets, broadband for WFH)
• Workforce readiness (increasing labor participation and success) 
• Government and Civic mental and policy preparedness 
• Media

It's better to look ahead and prepare, than to look back and regret. 
Jackie Joyner-Kersee



ENGAGE

• Engagement with your local, state, and federal partners

• Engagement with your global “interests” / supply chains

• Engagement with leaders (stimulate curiosity) 

Thinking is the hardest work there is, which is probably the 
reason why so few engage in it.
Henry Ford



STORYTELLING
• YOU are the curator of your community’s narrative
• Your history (economic and social)
• Your company’s progress (not just their announcements) 
• Your community’s progress (and failures) 
• Your leaders, entrepreneurs, civic hero's

To me, art and storytelling serve primal, spiritual functions in my daily life. Whether 
I'm telling a bedtime story to my kids or trying to mount a movie or write a short 
story or a novel, I take it very seriously. 
Guillermo del Toro


